Lettuce FOCUS
Red Tide

Red Tide is the industry standard for red leaf whole head
production! This distinct variety displays deep bronze leaf
margins with green midribs and base. It has a soft, butter
texture and good pliability for an elevated eating experience.
Red Tide has big open heads that have shown strong field
tolerance to Tipburn and are adapted to most seasons with
moderate bolt tolerance and quick maturity. Baby leaves are
green with bronze edges, round, slightly cupped, and tapered
with smooth edges. Eats well!
• Industry standard for over 20 years!
• Soft, butter texture with good pliability
• Wide adaptability

Red Leaf

Variety

Type

Relative Maturity

Head Characteristics

Head / Leaf Color

Bolt Resistance

Uses & Remarks

Red Tide

Red Leaf

Early-mid

Round, large, slightly
frilly

Green, dark red

Moderate

Red Tide has big open heads that have
shown strong field tolerance to Tipburn and
are adapted to most seasons with moderate bolt tolerance and quick maturity.

Disease terminology: HR = High Resistance, T = Tolerance. Disease code: Bl - Downy mildew, LMV - Lettuce mosaic, TpB - Tipburn.

DISCLAIMER: Claims and other disclosed information are based on our observations and/or information from other sources. Crop performance depends on the interaction between the genetic potential of the seed, its physiological
characteristics, the environment, including management, and other uncontrollable factors that may alter expected performance. Statements on the reaction of varieties to a specific pathogen, pest or stress are based on evaluation under
defined conditions. These reactions can be affected by changes in environmental and biological factors, especially new pathogen races, pest biotypes or vectors of disease agents. Therefore, we give no warranty, express or implied, for
crop performance relative to the information given; nor do we accept any liability for any loss, direct or consequential, that may arise from any cause. Read all seed package labeling carefully as it contains terms and conditions of sale.
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